
ZINE COMPETITION
line break exists in momentary poetic flashes, workshops, evenings, 
and gatherings. The project is intentionally ephemeral, making it 
possible that little trace will remain tomorrow. Through zines and 
the zine competition, we invite all line break visitors to document 
the project and capture their individual experiences. 

Zine, short for magazine or fanzine, is a cheaply made publication, 
often in black and white, with short production runs, typically 
made using a photocopier and bound with staples. Poetry zines allow 
amateur poets to write and share their emotions and thoughts in a 
format that can be individualized and more charismatic than popular 
magazines with larger productions. 

Ask for a line break cover to start your zine. Each week, BMoCA 
will release a new insert for the zine, available at line break 
cafe and downloadable on BMOCA.org. The inserts will include the 
weekly theme, poem, and schedule as well as space for you to    
contribute your own poem(s), thoughts, or creative content. 

At the end of the seven weeks, participants can enter their zine 
into line break / zine competition for a chance to win one of three 
prizes. Scoring will be based on several criteria, including weekly 
participation, collected content, and creativity. There are no 
restrictions on what materials can be used, and we encourage you to 
let your imaginations run wild. 

Submission Deadline 
Saturday, August 29 by 2pm

Zine Show-n-Tell & Award Ceremony @ line break 
Saturday, August 29, 6pm

PRIZES
1st Place - $300 and a year membership to BMoCA
2nd Place - $100 and a year membership to BMoCA
3rd Place - $50 and a year membership to BMoCA



zine competition rules 
and submission form

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Zines must be dropped off to BMoCA staff at line break (1554     
Wewatta Street, Denver, CO, 80202) by 2pm on Saturday, August 29. 
Late submissions will not be accepted. Please fill in a submission 
form with each zine entry. Submissions are limited to one per 
person. Points will be determined by BMoCA’s judges and first, 
second, and third place prizes will be awarded. Prizes will be 
presented later that evening at the Zine Show-n-Tell & Award 
Ceremony @ line break. We encourage you to make copies of your zine 
to swap at the reception. Originals can be collected by the authors 
after the awards are presented. 

POINT SYSTEM
Points are given for weekly participation, collected content, and 
creativity. There are no restrictions on what materials can be 
used. Your zine should be a reflection of your experience of the 
project and your creative inspiration. The more you participate, 
the more you collect, and the more creative you are, the more 
points you will receive.

SCORING
Creativity. Up to 100 points. 
Illustration/Visual Content. Up to 50 points. 
Weekly Inserts. 10 points each, total of 70 points. 
Weekly Poems. Each week poems can be collected at line break and 
added to your zine, 5 points per poem.
Your Own Weekly Poetry, Thoughts, Creative Content. Each weekly 
insert has space to write your own poem or thoughts, 10 points per 
week for original content. 
Found Poetry. Insert any poem of your choice into your zine, 5 
points per found poem with a maximum of 7 poems scored.  
Bonus Content. Two times during the 7 weeks, bonus content will be 
given out at a line break program, these will be unannounced and 
worth 20 points each. 

...................................................................
SUBMISSION FORM

AUTHOR: 

ADDRESS: 

PHONE:                         

EMAIL: 


